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It has been previously demonstrated' that only the intermediate oxida- 

tion states of chromium may cause oxidative cleavage of certain secondary al- 

cohols. Chromium VI may reasonably be expected to accomplish a like cleavage 

if the substrate alcohol is sufficiently reactive. Recently, Rogek, and Rad- 

kowsky* have reported the chromic acid oxidation of l-methyl cyclobutanol, 

which they claim to be the first example of direct oxidation of a tertiary 

alcohol by hexavalent chromium. We now report three cases of bridgehead al- 

cohols in which the structural features are such that the alcohols neither 

dehydrate nor rearrange prior to undergoing direct oxidation by chromium VI. 

Bicyclic systems have proved 3 of great value in chromic acid studies. 

Bridgehead systems should prove similarly valuable in this field. The 

[2.2.1] bicyclic alcohols A and ,$were known and 2 proved4 readily accessible 

by the alkaline hydrogen peroxide oxidation of the bridgehead boronic acid. 
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It seemed that such systems should provide the necessary reactivity and in- 

deed, this expectation was realized. 

These alcohols are slow to react in acetate buffered chromic acid. In 

unbuffered 86% aqueous acetic acid they all react at a convenient rate to 

yield oxidized cleavage products without any acid catalyzed rearranqement 

products. For example, 2 does not yield any camphenilone 2 which is the 

product' obtained when rearrangement is catalyzed by sulfuric acid. 
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The cleavaqe products may be considered to arise from breaking the 

Cl - c 7 bond in competition with breaking the Cl - C2 bond. The relative 

yields then will/be seen to depend on the substituents at C2 and C7. Mechan- 

isticallv these results are consistent with SR type intermediates. 
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The percent conversions of oxidized material are aununarized in Table 1. 

These results are consistent with the initial formation of a chromate ester 

which then fragments to,product. Models suggest that a transition state.with 

.a trans-anti parallel arrangement of the 0-Cr bond relative to the Cl -Cn 

bond is quite reasonable. Therefore, it is tentatively suggested that the 

two staggered mirror image conformers of the chromate ester of A lead uniquely 

to la. c1 The one staggered meso conformer of the dhromate ester of 2_ leads 

uniquely to Lb. 
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The situation for 2 is more complex. One staggered conformer of the chromate 

ester of ;! leads to 2 plus 2,"' while an energetically different staggered 

conformer of the chromate ester of 2 leads to 2 plus 2.'. Studies are 

currently in progress to further elucidate the mechanistic implications of 

these observations. 
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